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Abstract—The main objective of this dissertation is the design
and implementation of an algorithm that seeks to resize the
network architecture, in a disaster recovery context, i.e. after
the occurrence of network element fault and/or connection
breakdown in the network. In response, traffic is redirected, in
case of redundancy existence, and/or the calculation of a new
interconnection plan, for elements (or set of elements) that may
have become disconnected from the network, is done.

Regarding the interconnection context, a recursive function
of searching for disconnected network elements was developed,
forming sub-networks for subsequent re-interconnection to the
network. The process of sub-networks forming depends on con-
ditions such as existence of line of sight and distance (searching
for geographically closer elements), emulating microwave connec-
tions. It is also considered optical fibre connections, having into
account the existence of fibre ducts nearby. However, microwave
connections were assumed to have greater importance, since it
has a faster implementation solution and, consequently, a shorter
response time in the network replacement. Regarding traffic
redirection, the use of multi-criteria cost functions allowed a joint
evaluation on each connection, in terms of available bandwidth
and associated latency. Both redirection and interconnection re-
planning methods were implemented over a Python built network
simulator using the NetworkX tool, along with real network Key
Performance Indexes (KPIs) given by Celfinet Enterprise.

To test the algorithm, the following scenarios were considered:
maintenance, earthquake and computer attack called Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS).

Index Terms—Disaster Recovery, Telecommunication Network,
Transmission, Bandwidth, Latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

The population growth over time has led to the inherent
growth of communications across the globe. In this way,
telecommunication networks must be able to support consider-
able and large traffic data volumes. Its conception and design
are based in resilience mechanisms, which have to guarantee
the continuous data transmission, even in the case of equip-
ment failure. Many factors can influence the communication
quality, such as the atmosphere, the terrain morphology, and
even human action.

The adaptation of a telecommunication network to each
Earth zone must have into account, the fact that failures
can happen at any time. Sometimes this failures can change
aggressively a network state. On the other hand, human actions
may also hinder the proper functioning of a network, whether
due to malicious intent, or due to incorrect network planning.
In this context, the word “disaster” involves natural events such

as earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic activity, human malevolent
actions and bad network planning practices. In a broader
sense, ”disasters” may be understood as fault occurrence,
reducing the network performance and the coverage area. One
particular example of a disaster happened on the 17th of
June, 2017, when a fire started in Pedrogão Grande, Portugal.
Despite all the attempts of the civil protection authorities it
was not possible to save dozens of people due to lack of
telecommunications resources, that had been destroyed by the
strong fire. In general, the telecommunication operators, may
benefit from algorithms and tools that can provide notions
of the network state and to anticipate the need of temporary,
or even permanently interconnection re-planning. This would
help to solve and/or mitigate any network malfunctioning.

II. NETWORK SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION

The traffic data used in this work was collected from
a real Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) network. Additionally, data
from network topology, involved setting up a database that
gathers the real network main characteristics. Telecommunica-
tion networks are usually segmented in a hierarchical structure
with three main levels:

• Access network - serves as point of access to the end
users.

• Metro/Aggregation network - is responsible for the ag-
gregation of the overall traffic generated in the access.

• Core/Backbone network - has the role of transport large
amount of data at long distances.

A. Nodes Characterisation

Nodes are basically network elements being capable to deal
with data that traverses it. It can be a router, a switch, a base
station, a data centre etc. As said above, there are three types of
sub-networks. Hence, this network elements can be classified
accordingly to each one of them. Regarding the access nodes
type, it was possible to classify each one of them in terms
of geotype classification. Using the classification done in [1]
in terms of population density by parish, one can define the
following ranges: Having all the access nodes classified in the
network under study region, it was possible to visualise the
classification distribution, see Figure 1.
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Table I: Characterisation of Geotypes, (extracted from [1]).

Geotype Population density (pop/km2)

Dense Urban d > 14000
Urban 1100< d < 14000
SubUrban 100< d < 1100
Rural d < 100

Figure 1: Geotype Classification Distribution.

B. Connections Characterisation

In the network under study, the transmission medium con-
sidered were the guided over optical fibres, and the wireless
over microwave radio transmission. Similarly to nodes, the
connections can also be classified accordingly to the sub-
network it belongs to. In case of connecting two nodes with
different classification, it gets the node classification with the
lowest hierarchy. In terms of maximum bandwidth, the optical
fibres, due to lack of information in this matter, were given the
minimum of the interfaces capacities it connects. On the other
hand the microwave connections had already specific capacity
allocated being 100 kbit/s or even 1 Mbit/s. Figure 2 depicts
a sample zone from the network architecture retrieved from a
database as mentioned above.

Figure 2: Partial Network Architecture.

III. TRAFFIC MODELLING

Traffic patterns are frequently associated to a certain culture
and may vary from place to place. The traffic modelling is
considered at layer 3 level of the Open System Interconnection
(OSI) model, being the data obtained from 2G and 4G mea-
surements denominated as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
This measurements can be seen as metrics of performance of
crucial operations, and it can be applied into many contexts,
not only in Telecommunications. Hence, having a network

structure already defined, the only missing characteristic is
the real traffic in it.

A. Traffic Data

A traffic matrix of the network, i.e. the overall information
of the existing flowing data in a network at a certain time,
describes the point-to-point flow information, being it a square
matrix. To correctly represent and describe this matrix, one
should obtain data about throughput. The data about the vol-
ume were also considered, once it will have a clearly role in the
Quality of Service (QoS) definition, in the delay calculation.
From the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) information which
was accessible, the KPI selected were:

Table II: Selected KPI.

4G Technology 2G Technology

DL MACCellTput(Mbps) Total DL Thrp kbps
UL MACCellTput(Mbps) Total UL Thrp kbps
Traffic UL DataRadioBearers(MByte) Total UL Vol bit
Traffic DL DataRadioBearers(MByte) Total DL Vol bit

Where the DL MACCellTput(Mbps), Total DL Thrp
kbps, UL MAC CellTput(Mbps) and Total UL Thrp kbps
represent the throughput measured at a certain time in a day
and in a certain access node location. This is rather important
since it will permit to build a demand and a traffic matrix of
the network under study as established as an objective in the
beginning of this section.

B. Traffic Classification

Since the data traffic retrieved from the KPI was not dif-
ferentiated in terms of services, meaning it was an aggregated
data chunk, there was the need to make some assumptions in
order to make the traffic heterogeneous. Using the mobility re-
port from Ericsson June of 2019, [2], which presents statistical
studies about the users utilisation per application, percentages
were applied to the whole aggregated traffic data. The second
assumption was the categorisation of each resulting portion
in order to establish some priority among them. Priority was
defined by giving an index to each one of the application,
where was defined a clearly difference between real-time and
non-real time traffic. The lowest indexes have greater priority
than the highest ones. In Table III, it is exposed the resulting
traffic division described. It was also added an additional
service which describes the Emergency ones in context of
catastrophe, which gets the highest priority.

Table III: Service Classification.

Services Technology
Priority 4G(%) 2G(%)

Emergency 1 - -
Voice 2 10 60
Video Streaming 3 60 -
HTTP 4 10 30
Download 5 20 10
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C. Delay Model

The delay model was based in other models present in the
literature which represent also a simplified models, but for
demonstrations purposes, their application is not catastrophic.
The Strict Priority Queue (SPQ) is one model in which the
flows with higher priority get served first, and the lowest
must wait until it happens. Among services with the same
prioritisation level, the First In First Out (FIFO) model is
inherently used. Thus, and based in [3], the end-to-end delay
can be described as:

delayhop[s] = dnode + dtransmission + dpropagation, (1)

where the dnode can be defined as:

dnode[s] = dprocessing + dqueuing. (2)

Regarding the delay inferred in the node, one should consider
both queuing and processing delays. The processing delay is
simply interpreted as the time that a node takes to analyse
the headers of the incoming data and to forward it to the
correct out interface. In turn, the queuing delay is corresponds
to the delay caused by the high priority flows to the flows
with lowers priorities in the incoming interfaces of a node,
being this strongly dependent of the queuing discipline used.
In the transmission delay case, it will be done an assessment
about the link available capacity, and the desirable bit rate of
the flow. If a flow encounters a capacity much lower than its
requirement, it will only be served with that existent capacity.
However, if an higher priority flow was already served the next
priority service will see the capacity of the link increased.
Thus it will be served with the bandwidth available in that
moment until it gets totally served, even this meaning never
having the desirable bit rate. The propagation delay even being
despicable, it is considered whenever guided and unguided
medium is considered. It is described as:

dpropagation[s]
=

Distance× n

LightSpeed
, (3)

where n is the refractive index in each medium. For the air
n=1 was considered, and for the optical fibre medium n=1.468
was taken into account, being this value a specification for a
widely and commonly deployed fibre, the ITU-T G.652 Single
Mode Fibre (SMF), [4].

D. Multi-criteria Routing

Rather than a routing algorithm, it is intended to present
a method to correctly forward traffic in the network platform
generated. Using the shortest-path algorithms such as bidi-
rectional Dijkstra, in which the search is performed from the
source and the destination, it becomes necessary to charac-
terise each hop by its actual state. Thus, as said in [5], to
perform a weighted characterisation, one can use an multi-
criteria approach as follows:

Fc(AB,CDL) = w1 ∗
1

AB
+ w2 × CDL+ offset, (4)

where AB stands for available B bandwidth at a certain
moment, CDL for Chunk Data Latency, and w1 and w2 are

weights that will describe the relative importance. The offset
serves to penalise situations, in which the routing paths include
sequences going from higher hierarchical classifications to
lower ones, and to higher ones once again. In this way,
links where the source has an higher classification than the
destination, the offset assumes the value of 1000. On the other
hand, when the opposite happens the offset assumes the zero
value.

As said in [6], the weights are difficult to find, as there
is no objectiveness in the problem and it would require
measurements and cycle events of a time varying network.
Empirically the weights found were 0.9 for CDL and 0.1
for AB. However this weights could be calculated using
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) theory. It is a technique
for organising and analysing complex decisions, based on
mathematics and psychology, consisting in survey people with
experience in the matter, giving relative importance between
each pair of criterion, [7].

E. Traffic Network Generation

Over the network structure built, the next step is related
to transpose the KPI data above mentioned and explained,
into the network, building the overall traffic matrix also
mentioned before. This process involves three main stages,
briefly explained as follows:

• Stage 1 - Charging Stage: Having only access to traffic
data for some access nodes in the area considered, there
was the need to extrapolate this information to access
nodes that did not have traffic associated. For this situa-
tion, and taking into account the geotype classification of
each access node, there was kind of an attribution from
the nodes with data to others of the same classification
with no traffic at all. By this, the result is a network with
all access nodes charged with some levels of data traffic,
according to the geotype node classification.

• Stage 2 - Aggregate Load Stage: this step was introduced
in order to get over the lack of data traffic information in
the aggregation and backbone networks. Hence, the idea
is to make the traffic data from the charged nodes, to
flow to the only choice it can go. Analysing Figure 3, it
is possible to see that node 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 will flow
their data through the only path possible. In turn, nodes 8,
9, 7 will aggregate this data. However this method does
not stop here, as nodes 7 and 9 can flow their aggregated
data to node 8, from which the data can statistically flow
through more than one path. The result is the reduction of
the space of nodes, achieving a set in which the exchange
of data will occur. In the example, nodes 2, 8, 10, and
11 belong to this set, being hereafter called as Dispersion
Points (DP).

• Stage 3 - The DP random interaction: In the random
interaction phase, is considered the action of sending
data volumes between DP nodes. Considering the routing
algorithm expressed above, the idea is to iterate over the
aggregated data previously split into services, present in
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Figure 3: Load Aggregation Stage.

DP node and send it randomly to any other DP node, see
Figure 4.

Figure 4: DP Random Interaction Stage.

• Stage 4 - Network Integrity Check Stage: Finally, phase
4 is pretended to check whether the network had some
traffic balancing inconsistencies once its generation was
effectively random. Some non redundant connections,
may be empty and the solution was to generate random
traffic once again between the nodes of the connection.

IV. TRANSMISSION MEDIUM CONNECTIONS

A transmission medium is something that can provide
the propagation of wave signals for the telecommunication’s
purpose. In the following, are explained both optical fibre
transmission and microwave transmission connections algo-
rithms which are the main medium alternatives used nowadays
in telecommunication networks.

A. Microwave Transmission algorithm

This connection algorithm was implemented with the objec-
tive of re-planning the interconnection of elements that have
been isolated due to some rupture in the network. The logic
”under the hood” is based in the nearest node (assuming the
existence of LoS in a spherical Earth model and a maximum
distance of 25 km) of the node that is being assessed. If
it belongs to the network it connects temporarily to it and
calculates the flow commodity into the backbone layer for
the traffic estimated, considering latency matters. Whenever
the traffic estimation throughput is above the initial capacity
allocated to the microwave recovery connections, there is an
upgrade to the next value possible. The maximum value is
majored by 180 Mbit/s. Table IV presents possible values of
capacity allocation to recovery links, having this information
access given by Celfinet Enterprise.

Table IV: Unguided Recovery Link Bandwidths by Technol-
ogy.

Technology Distance Throughput [Mbits/s]

A ≤ 12 40
B ≤ 12 100
C ≤ 25 180

If this finding is not successful it will try the second nearest
node and so on. If in the worst case scenario it iterates over
all nodes and it does not encounters one that fulfil all the
requirements, it will choose the best case to interconnect, being
this one the node through which the largest number of services
with greater priority reached the backbone layer. In the case
of the node is not in the network it will temporarily connect to
it, forming a cluster. Before running the algorithm once again
it needs to decide which node will be the most preferable,
(hereafter as the ”master” node) to proceed with the network
search. This decision is made considering the hierarchy of
each node, distance to the closest node and the AB from the
connections in the upstream of it. This can be translated into
a cost function being :

Fc(AB, d) = 0.55× 1

AB
+ 0.35× d− 0.1× nettype, (5)

where d stands for the distance to the closest node, AB as the
maximum available bandwidth in the closest node connections
and the nettype is the hierarchical type of the node being
assessed. In the case that the closest node is isolated the
the term of the available bandwidth disappears, meaning that
isolated nodes are preferred to forming a group. The cost
function will assume the form of:

Fc(AB, d) = 0.35× distance− 0.1× nettype. (6)

B. Optical Fibre Transmission algorithm

In Disaster Recovery context, one may think that the trans-
mission over fibre is a time consuming process as it takes
time to perform the fusion the fibres, the full integrity tests
by technicians and so on, however it can be considered as
an alternative to microwave connections. Figure 5 depicts a
partial optical fibre conducts considered in the network.

Figure 5: Partial Fibre Conducts Network.

In Figure 6, it is possible to see that there are nodes with
joints in their location meaning that with high probability that
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Figure 6: Zommed Fibre Conducts Network.

node operates and transmits over optical fibres. In this line
of thinking, and setting 100 meters range with was assumed
that if the nodes have joints nearby and not further than the
defined range, then there are capabilities to transmit over it.
The value of 100 meters was taken into account after a brief
discussion with the Operational and Transmission Department
of Celfinet. This permitted to define a second type nodes
relations where are present the joint fibres and the nodes that
may have connections to it. Having into account this relations,
one node will try to reconnect to the network finding the
closest nodes using the ”fibre space”, i.e. the distance over
fibre.

V. PROPOSED DISASTER RECOVERY ALGORITHM

A. Problem Description

This algorithm is intended to suggest an interconnection re-
plan of the network due to ruptures that may exist. A rupture
in a broader sense, can be understood as a any event that
influences the good performance of the network. This ruptures
can be considered at a node or even at a connection levels,
meaning that the inherit consequences are strongly related to
the appearance of group of nodes isolated.

B. Solution

The solution is supported in the transmissions methods
above exposed, and in a redirection method. The latter con-
sists, in redirect the flow that were interrupted due to a rupture
in the network. It simply tries to re-route the traffic by other
way, to the same destination, when present in the network,
into the backbone layer when the destination is not active
anymore, see Figure 7. The overall flow of the algorithm
regards first the redirection due to ruptures of connections
in the network, because traffic re-routing is made in a faster
way than the interconnection of isolated groups of nodes,
simulating dynamic routing protocols sensible to network load
and topology changes. Then it considers the set of nodes
isolated, suggesting an interconnection re-plan. In this way
the closest nodes in the network are analysed first, in order
to provide, with a much higher probability, a larger variety of
interconnection options.

In a disaster recovery context there is a inherit preference
of the transmission by radio waves, since the connections are
intend to be temporary and established in a rapid way. The
establishment of communications over the air is quite faster in

(a) State To, A-D. (b) Redirecting Traffic , A-E-
D.

(c) Redirecting Traffic, A-E-B.

Figure 7: Redirecting Actions.

terms of duration installation. In the optical fibres, in the worst
case scenario, the operator will need to insert the fibre over the
conduct and it may or may not be revealed as a waste of time.
This results of course in the highlighting of the microwaves
transmission over the optical fibres transmission type. It is
possible the coexistence of both type of transmission medium
but the preference for the microwave is always present. To
justify this preference, it is quite correct to affirm that if this
was not assumed, the solutions by fibre could let some islands
isolated due the absence of joints nearby or in a broader sense,
redundancy would be created, which for a Disaster Recovery
context would not be feasible in terms of Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX).

In Figure 8, it is shown the algorithm flowchart. It is still
opportune to say that, the algorithm is based in regular and an
always network awareness updating. This means that every
time that one connection is made, the number of groups
isolated may decrease. So it is important to keep in mind that
the topology of the network is always being updated.

VI. CAPEX AND OPEX ANALYSIS

In disaster recovery context, the main objective when in-
terconnecting and re-planning temporarily the network is to
guarantee the maximum coverage possible. Of course, that if
one require greater QoS levels, the costs tend to increase. The
disaster recovery context may be inserted in many situations
different than the emergency ones, the operational ones. The so
called recovery must be intend as rapid and a most important
coverage provider. Thus the costs will be dependent on what
the network would need to fulfil coverage requirements.

In the application of the algorithm there were made some
assumptions regarding the calculation of the costs. Having the
network in a disaster state, the operator should be able to
”fight” and mitigate it, by providing the necessary transmission
medium to support the area in which the faults took place.
So, the worst case scenario were assumed for both optical
fibres and microwave transmission. Regarding the former, the
worst case involve the insertion of the fibre in the conducts
by a technician and perform the fusions in the joints. On the
other hand, the microwave transmission worst case scenario
involves that a technician must place and direct an antenna
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Figure 8: Disaster Recovery Algorithm Flowchart.

permitting communications over the air. This includes the
OPEX costs as well. However due confidentiality matters the
costs characterisation were not described in this work. When
opportune there will be made an assessment by comparison
between the optical fibre and the microwave solution.

VII. RESULTS

In this section, the results presented are related and or-
ganised into use cases. The main objectives set are directly
linked to achieve an interconnection plan after the disaster
or fault occurrence. Furthermore, it is given the intuition of
the load of the network after traffic redirection. Regarding the
QoS, the delays of each service, are recalculated, whenever
the redirection takes place, in order to give a notion in which
way there was a change in terms of the quality requirements.
When access nodes go from active state to inactive state or
when group gets isolated, there is an output of the coverage

area that was effectively lost. Still worth saying that the results
obtained were totally extracted from the network platform
built and associated models as explained in Section II. In
each use case it is mentioned briefly the purpose and the
context situation, and then it is presented a solution having the
Busy-hour state in consideration. The main results inspected
were the interconnection re-planning and still the network load
status in before and after situations.

A. Operational Maintenance

The presence of redundancy in the network, should be
capable to find another path for the flows due to maintenance
requirements occurrences. Figure 9 depicts an use case where
the connection between an access and backbone turns into
inactive state. Tables V and VI, represent an service list sample
that had to be redirected into the path Backbone-Aggregation-
Access. As Figure 10, intends to visually transmit, connection
Aggregation-Access went to a more charged state. The same
happens to connections Backbone-Aggregation, whose utilisa-
tion also increased. This ”increasing” event reflects directly in
the delay measured when redirecting the services flows as one
can see in the Tables above mentioned.

Figure 9: Load and Flow Status.

Figure 10: After Rupture, Up and Downlink connections.

Table V: Redirected Service Sample.

ID Category Bit rate(Mbps) Data Size(kbits)

’Little Endian’ Voice 348.2 10.5
’Big Endian’ Streaming 64.1 118.9
’Marshall’ Download 348.9 20.6
’Chuck’ HTTP 329.2 21.9

B. Earthquake

Assuming a earthquake of scale 5 in the Richter scale
(certainly causing some damage), it was picked an area that is
depicted in Figure 11, where approximately 95 km2of cover-
age area was lost. In order to proceed with this use case, it is
important to realise that an significant area will lose coverage,
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Table VI: Redirected Service Sample.

ID Category Delay(s)
Before After

’Little Endian’ Voice 3 × 10−5 0.0048
’Big Endian’ Streaming 0.1854 0.376
’Marshall’ Download 5.9 × 10−5 0.389
’Chuck’ HTTP 6.9 × 10−5 2.28

(a) Zone A

(b) Zone B

Figure 11: Earthquake Damage Area.

and thus the placing of mobile base stations, here referred as
trailers, was considered. To do so, and being this action out of
this work scope, it was necessary to perform a brief and simple
propagation study in order to calculate the number and the
positions of the trailers in the damaged area. Based in [8], it is
estimated an cell coverage area using the 900 MHz frequency
(2G) (assuming that in Disaster recovery situation only voice
calls through 2G will exist), for a determined sensitivity of
the base stations that are assumed as trailers, and a value of
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP). This methodology
took into account the Okumura-Hata model, considering urban
geotype areas due to the urgency and the need for capacities
capable of supporting emergency traffic. Following the steps
present in [8], it was calculated a d equal do 3.95 km, for an
height of the trailer tower of 20 meters. Using the cell area
formula, [9]:

Acell = 3×
√
3

2
× d2, (7)

it resulted an area per cell of 41 km2. Thus, having the total
area affected, one can calculate approximately 3 cells to cover
it. In Figure 12 it is depicted the positioning propagation study
using [10]. Thus, this permitted to achieve the solution drawn
in Figure 13 and 14. The steps of the algorithm are related to
the mentioned before. First of all, the redirection of traffic take
place. Then the closest nodes to the network begin to connect
to it. Nodes D, E, F, G and H are in this situation. Firstly, D
connects to the closest node of the network. Secondly and

Figure 12: Propagation Study.

Figure 13: Earthquake Solution Zone A.

Figure 14: Earthquake Solution Zone B.

iteratively the group [E,F,G,H] is formed and F is elected
the master node, from which there will be a connection to
the network. Then the trailers are setting in the positions
obtained in the propagation study, starting from the closest
to the furthest.

C. Distributed Denial of Service

In computing there are many types of cyber-attacks. The
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) kind, consists in pro-
voking overloading in the network, namely in data centres.
Data Centre is a facility whose role is to storing, managing
and disseminating data. It consists in several equipment from
servers, storage hardware, cables, racks, switches, routers and
etc...) and permits to an organisation to centralise its IT
operations, as said in [11]. The DDoS, is commonly assumed
the action of an master computer which enslave several more,
being these so called ”zombies”. In a second and final stage
these ”zombies” are used to send several ”queries” to the
servers, over flooding them. The result is the absence of
capabilities of the servers to respond to requests from real
users. In this context, three high hierarchy (two backbone
nodes and one aggregation node) nodes were damaged as
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Figure 15 illustrates. Figure 16 presents the network after
the attack. The latter depicts the remaining network which,

(a) Zone A

(b) Zone B

Figure 15: DDoS Damage Area.

consists in isolated groups as shown. Zone A was describe
to be a zone where redundancy was strongly present before
the attack, resulting in only two nodes isolated. In turn, in
zone B there were several nodes left isolated, from A to Q.
The algorithm started to redirect all the traffic first and then it
enters in the interconnection stage. The interconnection stage,

(a) Zone A

(b) Zone B

Figure 16: DDoS Isolated Groups.

starts on node F, from which, and using the recursive finding

solution based on LoS, it forms the group [F,G,H,Q,P,N,H,J,I].
The node F is elected as the master node and connects to
the network. After this happens, node J also connects to
the network due to the reverse sequence of the recursive
function, creating a second gateway connection. After this
happens node S connects to the network via both optical fibres
and microwave link. Node R only performs a connection by
microwave. The closest node to the network, after R is node
E, from which, the group [E,D,C,B,A] is created recursively.
Node E is elected the master node and connects to F. At this
stage the group [A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,M,N,P,Q] has got two
gateway connections, see Figure 17. Thus two groups can be
formed having into account the relative distance from each
node to each gateway node, see Figure 18. Figure 19 depicts
the solution in Zone A.

Figure 17: First group formed, Zone B.

Figure 18: DDoS Solution, Zone B.

Figure 19: DDoS Solution, Zone A.

Beyond the new topological information, it is also important
to realise in which way this configuration will mean in terms
of traffic load. Using the data traffic present before the attack,
it is possible to estimate the network load state. Regarding
Zone A, its quite notable the difference in network charge
state when comparing Figures 23 and 24 and 25, which present
the optical fibre and the microwave solution charging states.
Considering, in turn the Zone B the difference is also notable,
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Figure 20: Load before the Attack, Zone B.

Figure 21: Load After the attack, Zone B-MW.

Figure 22: Load After the attack, Zone B-OF.

Figure 23: Load before the Attack, Zone A.

comparing Figure 20 with Figures 21 and 22. Table VII
depicts the differences of number of connections within stages.
Table VIII shows the connections capacity allocated to each

Table VII: Connections Load Status.

No. of connections
Load(%) Before After(MW) After(OF)

>90 79 114 104
70-90 174 169 171
50-70 2248 2165 2165
<50 1171 1128 1135

Figure 24: Load before the Attack, Zone A-MW.

Figure 25: Load before the Attack, Zone B-OF.

Table VIII: Recovery Connections Load Estimated Status.

Connection Capacity Load(%)
MW(Mbit/s) OF(Gb/s) MW OF

A-B 180 2 100 3.5
B-C 180 2 100 95
C-D 180 2 100 100
D-E 180 2 100 100
E-F 180 2 100 100
F-gw1 180 2 100 100
G-F 180 2 100 100
I-G 180 2 100 22
H-G 180 2 100 29
P-Q 180 2 100 19
Q-N 180 2 100 45
N-M 180 2 100 49
M-J 180 2 100 67
J-gw2 180 2 100 85
S-gw4 180 2 100 45
R-gw3 180 2 100 -

connection of this use case. It is possible to affirm that the
microwave connections were obviously overcharged, since it
is considered the busy hour. On the other hand, the optical fibre
solution presented a much light charge view. In special, Figure
23 depicts a situation where the connections became more
overcharged as the distance to the correspondent gateway node
decreases. By this, it is possible to create an hybrid solution
where the operator should analyse in terms of costs and context
once again. The cost relation between the microwave (Figures
21 and 24) and the optical fibre solution (Figures 22 and 25)
can be described by a factor of approximately 11.2.

Table X: Service Sample (OF Context).

ID Category Delay(s) Bit rate(kbps) Data Size(bits)

’APC’ Emergency 0.08 64 1280
’Taylor’ Voice 0.21 1361 99556
’Elizabeth’ Streaming 0.913 1489 665601
’Marty’ Download 41.5 2895 432071
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Table IX: Service Sample (MW Context).

ID Category Delay(s) Bit rate(kbps) Data Size(bits)

’APC’ Emergency 0.08 64 1280
’Taylor’ Voice 0.22 1361 99556
’Elizabeth’ Streaming 0.913 1489 665601
’Marty’ Download 45.2 2895 432071

This means that having into account the existence of con-
ducts nearby the nodes is totally preferable to use optical fibre
guaranteeing the best traffic accommodation. However if the
process of establishing the communications reveals itself as a
time consuming process it may be better to the operator to
adopt a microwave solution or even a hybrid one. In order
to validate the delay model it was routed a flow service
whose ID is ’APC’ into a path with 4 hops over the path
E-F-gw1-Aggregation-Backbone, see Figure 17. It was also
picked a sample flow services from the network that had to
be redirected regarding the same path. Analysing the Tables
IX and X, it is possible to verify that the flow service ’APC’
was never affected by others in the network. However services
’Taylor’ and ’Elizabeth’ presented a delay higher than the
standards of QoS defines. This standards are related to the
human sound perception. For voice is commonly 150 ms and
for video streaming 300 ms, [12]. Regarding service ’Taylor’,
it does present a delay which is barely acceptable, contrary
the ’Elizabeth’ service which presents a significant delay. It
worth saying that the values of Bit rate and Data size are an
outcome of the traffic classification expressed and explained
before.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this dissertation was the definition of
a possible network reconfiguration, when through some kind
of failure the network undergoes changes from the point of
view of its topology, causing the lack of coverage in certain
zones.

Ideally, the developed algorithm should be able to provide
information about a possible new and temporary physical
topology taking into account guided and unguided transmis-
sion medium, as well as transmit a notion of network status
regarding traffic that had to be redirected. In this way the
research carried out allowed the identification of tools and
methodologies for the representation and resolution of trans-
mission problems, graph mathematics, networking and propa-
gation even in a superficially way regarding to lost coverage
areas. Multi-criteria routing complemented with FIFO queuing
disciplines have also proved to be very useful when it comes
to obtaining / calculating network status after any detrimental
character event, in order to simulate the redirection or re-
routing of the traffic. Due to a connection-level rupture, traffic
redirection was carried out when both source and destination
remained on the network.

In the DDoS use case it was found a dual solution, meaning
that optical fibre and microwave solution are coexisting. The
relative costs are to be taken into account considering the

context and and rapidness that is needed in terms of ser-
vice restitution. The redirection of services is based in its
prioritisation. In special the service ’APC’ presented delays
that were not influenced by other services. As shown in the
Operational use case, the lowest priority services experience
greater increases in delays.
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